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POAMA-2 and defining extreme temperature 

• POAMA-2: dynamical seasonal prediction, now intra-seasonal also 

     Ensemble generation: 33 members on 1st, 11th & 21st of month, 1981-2010 

Extreme heat*: weekly-mean maximum temperature anomalies in highest decile 

 

 *We consider events in all seasons. However, we recognise that outside the typical 

summer season, cool season events are probably better termed “warm” events. 

 

(Realtime twice per week) 

Ocean/atmos perturbations: Coupled Ensemble Initialisation Scheme (breeding) 



Capturing the link between large-scale drivers and extreme heat 
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Tasman Sea persistent highs that produce extreme heat 

over SE Aus are associated with the subtropical ridge 

(STRH) and positioned ~10º equatorward of traditionally 

defined (i.e. split flow) blocking highs 

Blocking at 160ºE Subtropical ridge highs (STRH) over Tasman Sea 

Persistent highs: simulation of extreme heat in weeks 2-3 (SON) 
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Use of POAMA for prediction of extreme heat in weeks 2-3 

The Symmetric Extremal Dependence Index (SEDI; Ferro and Stephenson, 2011) – non-degenerate 
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Windows of forecast opportunity: The negative SAM phase, MJO and STRH provide predictability for extreme heat on 

 intra-seasonal timescales over regions where the likelihood of an upper decile heat event is high 

 For SE Australia: STRH (JJA), SAM- (SON) & MJO phases 8, 1 and 2 (SON) 
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Heat extreme case study: September 2013 (Hudson et al. 2014, in prep.) 

How may various climate drivers have contributed to Australia’s hottest 

September on record?      MJO, SAM, STRH, and blocking 

AWAP Tmax percentile outcome  

26 Aug – 8 Sep 2013 

SAM- STRH Low block MJO ph1 MJO ph5 

Aug-Sep probs. 



September 2013 heatwave: prediction of drivers 

POAMA-2 forecast at 7d lead OBS POAMA-2 forecast at 14d lead 

MJO, SAM-, STRH, and low blocking were all possible contributors to the heatwave (note peak in early Sept) 

POAMA predicts reasonably well the polarity of each index. The amplitude of each driver (and Tmax) 

decreases with lead time (about 75% of observed at 7d lead and 50% of observed at 14d lead) 

(POAMA limits of prediction skill based on 1981-2010 hindcast analysis: 3-4 weeks for MJO, 2-3 weeks for SAM, STRH & blocking) 



Sep 2013 heatwave prediction: experimental forecast products 

POAMA’s predicted chance of having an upper decile event (highest 10% of climatology) 

Predicted Tmax distribution (yellow) 

is shifted about +4°C, relative to 

climatology (grey) 

poama.bom.gov.au 



Summary 

Further forecast product development: extension of BoM's new pilot heatwave index to multi-week forecasts 

Use of POAMA for prediction of heat extremes beyond the weather timescale: 

POAMA generally reproduces well the association between large-scale climate drivers and extreme heat 

 

Windows of forecast opportunity: The negative SAM phase, MJO and STRH provide predictability for extreme heat on 

 intra-seasonal timescales over regions where the likelihood of an upper decile heat event is high 

 

September 2013 heatwave: POAMA predicted increased likelihood of extreme heat over the affected region 

… 
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